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ABSTRACT 
Some people in this world suffer from physical disabilities which limit their daily 
activities such as playing, walking, and communicating with other human beings. Many 
attempts have been made in order to reduce the limitations by using available resources 
such as the head movements, the brain activities, the eye movements and others. In this 
project, we will utilize the signals generated during the movements of the eyes to 
control a wheelchair. This attempt will help the people who suffer from the physical 
disability of both arms and legs thus help them to do daily activities without much 
supervision from other people. In the eye anatomy, two important parts are cornea and 
retina. Studies indicate that the metabolic rate of the cornea and the retina are different 
from each other, and this difference creates a very small voltage potential which is 
called as corneoretinal potential. The corneoretinal potential is aligned with the optical 
axis hence it changes with the direction of the gazes. Two pieces of electrodes will be 
attached on the patient's head to detect the voltage potential between these two points. 
An amplifier was designed to acquire the eye movement signals, and the signals 
patterns for each type of movements are observed. A programming code was developed 
based on the signals patterns to provide output controls for each type of the eye 
movements. The project results show that the amplifier is capable to detect the eye 
movements of left and right. However, some minor improvements need to be done in 
order to detect the upward and downward eye movements. 
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1.1 Background OfProjeet 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In this project, we will design a device that will utilize the signals that is generated 
during the movement of the eyes. Three electrodes will be attached to the patient's face 
to acquire the signal. The method used for this project is called Electrooculography or 
simply EOG [1]. 
After the signal is obtained, it will go through amplification and filtering stage. Then, a 
programming code will be developed so that it can be used to move a wheelchair. The 
wheelchair movement will be dependent on the eyes movements. The signal generated 
during left gaze will be used to tum the wheelchair to the left, and right gaze will be 
used to tum the wheelchair to the right. Signals generated during looking upward can be 
used to move the wheelchair forward, and looking down for backward. Figure 1 
represents the overall idea about this project. 
EyemovemmJ 
Figure 1: Eye movement is used to control a wheelchair 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
Quadriplegia refers to paralysis of the body including legs and arms which is usually 
caused by damage at the spinal cord. People who suffer from quadriplegia face a lot of 
problems communicating with other human beings. Paraplegia is quite similar to 
quadriplegia, except that it does not affect arms. In other words, the sufferers of 
paraplegia may be able to communicate with others by utilizing their arms. For 
quadriplegia sufferers, they need different alternatives since their arms and legs 
malfunction. In order to impart these functionalities, attempts are being made to 
accommodate such patients by utilizing all of the available resources, such as head 
movements, brain activities, eyes movements, etc [2]. 
In this project, eye movements will be utilized as the alternative to control the 
movements of wheelchair in order to help quadriplegia sufferers. 
1.3 Objectives 
The main objective of this project is to design a prototype that can acquire EOG signal 
which is generated during the movement of eye. The prototype consists of two stages, 
which are amplification stage and filtering stage. 
The second objective of this project is to analyze the EOG signal. An oscilloscope will 
be used and the signal pattern for each type of eye movement will be recorded. 
After the signal is obtained, an analog to digital converter (ADC) will be used to 
convert the signal into digital form. Finally, a microcontroller will be used for output 
control purposes. 
2 
2.1 Eye Ocular Muscle 
CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Human ocular movements have been widely studied in neurophysiology and 
psychology. These studies indicate that there are four types of eye movements, called 
vestibular, optokinetic, saccadic, and pursuit [3]. 
The ftrst two movements (i.e. vestibular and optpkinetic) have to do with the largely 
involuntary head motions. The saccadic movement is used to "jump" from one object of 
interest to another; this is the fastest type of eye movement. The pursuit movement is 
used to maintain fixation on a moving object [3]. 
Deliberate eye movement can convey useful information in basically two ways, which 
is through the six extra-ocular muscles (by absolute eye position, speed, and direction of 
eye movement), and second through the eyelid and other periorbital muscles (by 
unilateral or bilateral blinking or blink duration [3]. The eye ocular muscle is shown in 
Figure 2 below. 
Figure 2 : The six-ocular muscles 
3 
2.2 Eledro-Oculography(EOG) 
Due to the higher metabolic rate at the retina compared to the cornea, the eye maintains 
a voltage of +0.4 - 1.0 m V with respect to the retina This comeoretinal potential is 
roughly aligned with the optic axis. Hence it rotates with the direction of gaze [4]. It can 
be measured by surface electrodes placed on the skin around the eyes. These recorded 
signals are smaller (15 to 200 JLV), so they are amplified before processing [5]. 
Electro-oculography has both important advantages and disadvantages over other eye 
tracking methods. On the positive side, the equipment is cheap, readily available, and 
can be used with glasses or contact lenses, unlike some reflection methods. The 
necessary fixtures do not obstruct the visual fiel~ and are completely insensitive to 
head movements, although significant deviation from the last calibrated position would 
require the user to repeat a calibration sequence for accurate tracking [1 ]. 
On the other hand, the measured signals are subject to drift from several sources: 
changing skin resistance, electrode slippage or polarization, and even a variable 
comeoretinal potential due to light accommodation and level awareness. Noise pickup 
from other electrical devices can be minimized by careful shielding, but action 
potentials of the other facial muscles can mask the desired signal [1]. The most obvious 
shortcoming, uncorrectable by its very design, is the need for attachments directly on 
the user's face- six electrodes under the proposed scheme [6]. The proposed scheme is 
shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 3 : Electrode placement for EOO 
4 
2.3 Signal Processing 
Straightforward signal processing steps can be devised to condition the data so it can be 
reliably interpreted. Some of the noise patterns such as the 60 Hz line frequency can be 
easily removed, using a notch filter [6]. Other noise artifacts are mostly transients 
caused, for example, by the turning of an electrical switch on/off in the vicinity of the 
electrodes, contraction of the facial or neck muscles, slippage of the electrode due to 
sweat and eye blinking [ 6). 
However, the signals produced by eye blinks are, in fact, quite regular. This makes it 
easy to recognize and eliminate them. On the other hand, because this type of signal is 
quite distinct from the usual data from pursuit or saccadic movements, they can be 
recognized and categorized as such. In other words, the EOG technique can potentially 
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Figure 4 : The predicted EOG signal before and after noise removal 
It is possible to obtain independent measurements from the two eyes. However, the two 
eyes move in conjunction in the vertical direction. Hence it is sufficient to measure the 
vertical motion of only one eye together with the horizontal motion of both eyes [6]. 
5 
3.1 Methodology Overview 
CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
Initially, the signals generated during the movements of eyes will be sensed by using 
electrodes. For each channel, two electrodes were used so that the differential voltage 
between these two can be extracted and be used as the input signal. 
When the signal is obtained, it undergoes the amplification stages. When the input 
signal is amplified, noise would also get amplified. Filter circuit is used to remove this 
unwanted noise. Radio frequency (RF) is the most common noise source. Other sources 
of noise that should be treated are power lines noise and substantial DC offset that may 
be caused by the skin humidity, the air humidity, etc. 
After the signal was filtered and amplified, an analog to digital converter will be used to 
convert the signal into digital data. Once the signal is acquired, it will be analyzed and 
processed to differentiate between the eye movements. 
Finally, a program will be designed to utilize the processed signal so that it can be used 
as the input signal to move a wheelchair. The methodology of this project is 
summarized in Figure 5 below. 
[ 
Figure 5 : The methodology of the project 
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3.2 EOG Amplifier Circuit Operation 
This chapter will mainly discuss about the circuit operation of each of these stages. The 
circuit in Figure 6 shows the first part of the whole EOG amplifier circuit for a single 
channel. This circuit consists of five sub-stages which are radio-frequency interference 
rejection stage, overvoltage protection circuit, pre-amplifier, gain stage, and right driven 
leg (RDL) circuit. 
The radio frequency rejection stage will provide rejection of signal which ranges from 
47Hz and above. The overvoltage protection is used to ensure safety of test subject from 
static shock, since the device is directly connected to the test subject. The pre-amplifier 
and gain stage will provide suitable amplification of signal so that the measurement is 
readable and can be processed. For the driven leg circuitry, it is a common practice to 
use this circuit configuration on a bioelectric potential device to increase the common 
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Figure 6 : First part of EOG amplifier 
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3.2.1 Radio frequency(RF) interference rejection circuit 
The first stage of the biopotential amplifier circuit is the radio frequency(RF) noise 
rejection stage, and the input of this stage is connected with electrodes. The electrodes 
that have been used are Ag/Cl type. 
Instead of sensing the EOG signal, the electrode also tends to act as an antenna that 
senses the radio frequency interference signals from the environment [ 4]. These 
interference signals may pollute the original signal and decrease the performance of the 
device. 
To remove the unwanted interference signal, the RF interference rejection circuit is 
used, and the selected circuitry is shown in Figure 7 below. 
+ 
Vin 
C1 I 0.1u 
R1 T 







Figure 7 : RF Rejection Circuitry 
The circuit will provide the cut-off point defined by Equation 1. 
1 
k = 2n(2R)(CA+2CB) 
where, 





By using the component with the indicated values, the calculated 3dB cut off point for 
the radio frequency interference rejection stage is around 40Hz to 50Hz. Since the 
frequency range of interest is between de to 1OHz, the above circuit will not cause 
troubles to the output signal. The circuit will help filtering and removing the higher 
frequencies signal that are coupled through the electrode's leads. 
This circuit has been simulated by using PSpice Schematics. Refer to subsection 4.1.1 
of chapter 4 for the simulation result. 
3.2.2 Overvoltage protection 
In order to acquire the EOG signal, electrodes will be attached to the skin of test 
subject. It is important that this device is safe for making direct connection with a 
person. Apart from that, it is also important to ensure that the device itself is protected 
from any static shocks that zap the person, and continue to operate properly. The chosen 
overvoltage protection circuitry can be seen in Figure 8. 
R3 R4 
Figure 8 : Overvoltage protection circuit 
This circuit works by providing protection in two directions. If one of the input 
terminals become too large, approximately 0. 7V greater than GND then voltage drop 
across R3 will provide base current for Q 1; this in turn causes current to be drawn from 
the collector of Q 1, which will clamp down the voltage and make sure that it does not 
become too large. The corresponding Q2 is a PNP transistor, which protects against 
overvoltage in negative direction [1). 
9 
The circuitry also protects a person as well if either output terminal becomes too high. 
When the output terminal voltage is high, it provides base current for any of the 
transistor. Since voltage drop from base to emitter is constant, the voltage at input 
terminal will be pulled down. 
3.2.3 Pre-amplifier circuit 
The input signal of the device actually is the voltage difference taken from two points, 
which are electrode A and electrode B. However, it needs to be a single ended signal 
(referenced to one common point) for a usefuJ analog to digital conversion. The 
required input impedance is greater than 1 OOMO, and the Common Mode Rejection 
Ratio (CMRR) is greater than 110dB. This requirement can be easily achieved by using 
an integrated component known as an instrumentation amplifier. The selected 
instrumentation amplifier for this circuit is INA126P. This decision is made since the 
input impedance of this chip is 1 OGO, which greatly exceeds the expectation. The 
CMRR ofiNA126P is around 100 to 120dB, depending on the gain. So, the gain must 
be selected appropriately to ensure it meets the specified CMRR. The pre-amplifier 




C2 0 1u 
Figure 9 : Pre-Amplifier Circuit 
For Cl and C2, they are placed there to provide ESD protection and noise reduction. It 
is common PCB practice to help noise reduction by placing these capacitors as 
physically close to the instrumentation amplifier chip as possible. 
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The selected value of C 1 and C2 is 0.1 JlF. This is because 0.1 JlF is the common 
capacitance value for human ESD protection circuit. The capacitor will work as the 
capacitance bank if the circuit receives any electrostatic charges. 
For the gain resistor, RGI and RG2, instead of using one single resistor, they are 
selected separately because the center point between these resistors will be used later 
for the Right Driven Leg (RDL) circuit. 
The gain of the 126P instrumentation amplifier can be defined in Equation 2. The data 
is obtained from the datasheet ofiNA126P chip. 
(2) 
where, 
• G = Gain of amplifier 
• Ra = Gain resistor 
By using the resistor values and configuration as in Figure 4, the total resistance is 
approximately 800. Substituting this value into Equation 2, the gain achieved during 
this preamplifier stage is about 1 000 times. It is possible to put a higher gain in this 
stage. However, in order to help reducing DC offset which might be affected due to skin 
temperature, air humidity and skin moisture, the implemented circuit is divided into two 
separate stages, which is pre-amplifier stage and main amplification stage. Moreover, 
the datasheet ofiNA126P also shows that CMRR of 120dB can be achieved by using a 
gain value of 1000. 
11 
3.2.4 Main amplification circuit 
The purpose of this circuit is as the main amplification of the EOG signal. Even though 
the preamplifier stage provides a gain of 1000 times, it is insufficient for the signal to 
become readable. The circuitry of the stage is shown in Figure 10. 
0 
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Figure 10 : Main amplification stage 
This architecture is known as standard configuration of non-inverting amplifier. This 
configuration was chosen instead of inverting amplifier configuration because the 
purpose of this stage is only to amplifY the signal, without inverting the output signal. 
The gain equation for this type of configuration is shown in Equation 3. 
Vout 
Vin (3) --= 
By using R1 = lOkO and R2 = 1MO, the gain of this stage will be 100 times. 
Mnltiplying with the gain at the preamplifier stage, the total gain that can be achieved is 
100000. This gain value should be able to provide a readable EOG signal for further 
processing. 
OP A277 was chosen as the Op-amp mainly because it provides an ultra low offset 
voltage, which is lOJ.l V [7]. 
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3.2.5 Driven right leg (DRL) eireuit 
Driven right leg or simply DRL circuit is a common circuit configuration which is used 
to reduce the Common Mode Interference. It is commonly used in a biological amplifier 
to improve the CMRR [3]. In this circuit, the configuration is used to improve the 
CMRR of the INA126P chip. The circuit configuration of the DRL circuit is shown in 
Figure 11. 
DIWEN !OOHT LEG 
-Vdil ··vdd -Vdd +Vdd 
·Figure 11 : Driven right leg circuit 
The circuit reads what it believes to be noise, and transfers the signal back to the human 
body to remove the noise. The signal is transferred back to the body through a reference 
electrode. 
13 
3.3 EOG Filter Circuit Operation 
This chapter will mainly discuss about the operation of each filter stage of the EOG 
amplifier. There are three filter stages that have been implemented in this circuit which 
are q-notch filter, fourth order high pass filter and fourth order low-pass filter. 
The q-notch filter is used to remove power line noise. The fourth order high pass filter 
is used remove the substantial DC offset due to the test subject's skin, while the fourth 
order low-pass filter is used as anti-aliasing filter [2]. 




Figure 12 : Filter stage of EOG amplifier circuit 
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3.3.1 Q notch filter circuit 
One of the noise sources that can effect the signal is the power line noise. 1bis noise 
ranges from 50Hz to 60Hz. The head of the test's subject will behave as antenna, which 
allows a capacitance to be set up between overhead fluorescent lighting and the 
patient's head, with the air behaving as dielectric. Also, other electrical supply will 
induce power line noise. 
To counter this problem, a simple Q notch filter is implemented after the amplification 
stage, with the Q set at 60Hz. Figure 13 shows the circuit of the Q notch filter. 
-
NPIJT 
Figure 13 : Q notch filter 
POT 
101; 
The cut off frequency of the Q notch filter is calculated based on Equation 4 below. 
fc = 2o~c 
where, 
• R1 = R2 = 26k.O 
• R3=1/2 R1 = 13k.O 
• c3 = o.2f.1F 
• c1 = c2 =112 c3 = o.2f.1F 
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(4) 
3.3.2 Fourth rrder high pass filter circuit 
Another problem that occurs when acquiring and amplifying EOG signal is the 
overcoming of substantial DC offset generated by the potential difference between the 
reference electrode and other electrodes [5]. This DC offset can be removed by using a 
high pass filter. 
By using a fourth order high pass filter, it will have a sharp roll off rate, which is 
80dB/decade. The cut off frequency is chosen at 0.14Hz to remove this DC. Figure 14 
below shows the stage of the fourth order high pass filter. 
-C4 I Cl 3 M'IIT --l~ 
10u lOu ~ 
Rl3l1SOI< 
R2 
Figure 14 : Fourth order high pass filter 
The cut off frequency of this circuit is calculated based on the equation 5 below. 




• fc = Cut off frequency 
• RA = Rl = R 13 = 160kn 
• RB = R2 = R14 = 120kn 
• C = C 1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = 0.2J!F 
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3.3.3 Fourtb order low pass filter circuit 
The fourth order low pass filter is the final sta~e of EOG amplifier circuit. This stage is 
implemented due to aliasin~. Aliasin~ may occur if the input signal has the frequency 
components that are greater than half of sampling frequency. The sampling frequency 
that is achieved through custom software, namely 'Processing' is 1OOHz. 
Since power line noises have frequency range between 50-60Hz which is greater than 
half of the sampling frequency, there is a need to implement an anti-aliasing filter. 
Figure 15 below shows the stage of the fourth order low pass filter. 
IOk 
Figure 15 : Fourth order low pass filter 
To ensure good performance, the cut off frequency of this filter should not exceed a 
quarter of the sampling rate [2]. The chosen cut off frequency is 30Hz. The component 
values are selected based on Equation 6 and 7. 
where, 
c - 0.9076 
A- 2llfcR 
c - 0.6809 
B- 2llfcR 
• CA = Cn = Cts = 0.47~F 
• Cs = Ct4 = Ct6 = 0.33J.~F 




3.4 Data Calibration 
After the signal is amplified and filtered, an analog to digital converter (ADC) will be 
used to obtain the signal in digital form. However, most ADC was designed to operate 
within 0 to SV signal range. 
The amplifier and filter circuit was designed to operate within -2.5 to +2.5V. This 
means, another stage needs to be implemented to add an offset to the signal before it 
goes into ADC. 
This problem can be solved by using a summer circuit. This circuit will add a DC offset 
to the original signal. A voltage divider using a potentiometer is implemented in this 
circuit so that the offset level can be controlled to suit the output reading. 
The picture of the circuit is shown in Figure 16 below. 
Figure 16 : Summer circuit 
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3.5 Data Acquisition 
For data acquisition, it is obtained by using an analog to digital converter (ADC) which 
is connected to a computer. The ADC reads the analog signal and converts it to a digital 
signal. The ADC then sends the signal to custom software to display the result. 
An Arduino Uno board is used as the ADC due to its ease of use, and user friendliness. 
Another alternative for ADC purpose is to use Microchip PIC16F, but it will need an 
external circuit to work as ADC thus increasing the complexity of the project. 
Another alternative is by using a dedicated ADC chip, which will provide a more 
accurate reading; however these chips are likely to be very expensive. Some of the 
advantages of using this chip is that the ADC can read very high voltage ranges, and it 
gives a more accurate reading. 
Figure 1 7 : Arduino Uno board 
The coding for the Arduino Uno board for sketching waveform is shown in Figure 18. 
The full coding for processing output is attached in Appendix A. 
ldefine ADLOG_III 0 
uo..,d setup () { 
Serial . t~vl (9600); 
t7( 1 14 () ( 
r • val = (ADLOG_IJI); 
Senal .pun ( Dxff, BYTE ); 
Ser1al .pr1n ( (Val>> 8) ~ Oxff, BYTE); 
Senal . pnn1 ( val ~ Oxff, BYTE ) ; 
Figure 18 : Arduino 's code for sketching waveform 
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One of the disadvantages of using the Arduino Uno board is that it can only read signals 
ranging from 0 to 5V. The EOG board was designed to give an output voltage ranging 
from -1 OV to + 1 OV voltage swings. 
Due to this reason, the resistor value at gain stage is changed several times until the 
reading is readable. 
For the computer interfacing, custom software namely 'Processing' ts used. This 
software is used since it is developed specifically for the Arduino board. 
The coding for 'Processing' software is shown in Figure 19. 
Sedal poi:t; 
t val; 
'"'t: 1,.. bl.- t ft-" )trll l:t. 
r l" 1 ~p l~"ei fl~"'~~:.t t},f" }I t14l p 
l"lt [] value5; 
v l' , setup () 
( 
(640, 480); 
~ rtnt ~r. (Sei:ial. a. ()); 
poJ:t • SeJ:ial( , Se~:ial. ~ls~ ()[l], 9600); 
value5 • n • •nt [~1dth]; 
lJ. (); 
u,r getY(l. val) ( 
r ~~~ ( )(val I 1023.0t • hei9ht) - 1; 
I' J ll draw () 
{ 
l'!Ul" (poi:t. available() >• 3) ( 
(poJ:t. J:ead() •• Oxff) { 
val • (port.read() << 8) I (poi:t.read()); 
( r r 1•0; i<l-1 jt.h-1; 1++) 
values[i] • value5[1+1]; 
values[w1dth-l] • val; 
'l (0); 
~trnk (255); 
f r ( x•l; x<wldth ; x++) 
!1~ (w1~th-x, helght-1-getY(values[x-1]), 
width-1-x, hel.ght-1-getY(values[x])); 
1l'll.. l r 1~ , "''I! · 'J: f € I 
Figure 19 : Processing code 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 PSpice Simulation Results 
In this part, all the results are obtained from simulation. The results are taken from four 
points of the whole circuitry. The points are - after the amplification stage, after the q-
notch filter stage, after the high-pass filter stage, and after the low-pass filter stage. 
4.1.1 Amplification Stage 
The simulation result after the amplification stage (amplitude vs frequency) is shown in 
Figure 20 below . 
.... 
... 
, ...... ·~ ,... .,.., t • .., J .. j
••t••-.ut) 
Figure 20 : PSpice simulation result of RF rejection circuit 
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As can be seen from the simulation results, the signal contains have frequency 
component higher than 1kHz will be filtered. The removal of the higher frequency 
signals is performed by the first stage of the circuitry, which is the radio frequency 
interference removal stage. 
The useful data obtained from the simulation result is summarized are Table l. For each 
of the output values, the simulated input value is set to 1001-1 V. 
Table 1 :Simulation Result of Amplification Stage 







From the result, it also shows that when the input voltage is 100!-!V, the output voltage 
may be amplified up to approximately lOV, depending on the frequency's component. 
The amplification is done by through two stages which are pre-amplifier stage and gain 
stage. 
Theoretically, the amplification of each individual stage can be summarized in Table 2 
and Table 3 below. 
Table 2 :Amplification at pre-amplifier stage (theoretical) 




Table 3 : Total amplification of EOG amplifier (theoretical) 





The input of EOG signal is between 1 OJ.1 V to 1 OOJ.1 V. It can be seen from Table 2 that 
after the pre-amplification stage, the voltage is not large enough for further processing. 
In order for the EOG signal to be readable, the gain stage is implemented as the second 
stage for amplification purpose. 
After going through the gain stage, the signal would be amplified to a readable value, 
theoretically. The output voltage of the signal may rise up to 1 OV depending on the 
frequency component of the signal itself. 
So, it can be seen from the simulation result that by using radio frequency interference 
rejection circuit, the high frequency signal which is considered as an unwanted signal 
that is coupled through the electrode and its lead can be filtered and removed. The total 
amplification done by the two stages is approximately 100,000 times. 
4.1.2 Q-notch falter 




Figure 21 : Simulation result after q-notch filter 
The graph indicated by 'amplification' show the result from the previous stage, which is 
the amplification stage, and the graph indicated by the 'q-notch' shows the simulation 
result after the q-notch filter stage. 
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As can be seen from the result, there is a sharp roll off at approximately 50-60Hz. This 
sharp roll off is provided by the q-notch filter. The terms 'Q' in the 'Q-notch filter' 
refers to the sharpness of the roll off. 
The selected circuit configuration for the q-notch is chosen due to its ability to control 
the 'Q' by using a variable resistor. 
At the time of simulation, the variable resistor is set to 0.5 position (50%). The data 
obtained from the graph is summarized in Table 4 below. 
Table 4 : Simulation result of q-notch filter 










It is to be noted that the graph can be varied depending on the position of the variable 
resistor knob. At the time of simulation, the variable resistor is set to 0.5 position 
(50%). 
The effect of using the variable value of Q can be seen in Figure 22. If the Q is too high, 
the roll off will be too sharp, and the removal may not cover the entire power line noise 
frequency ranges. If the Q is too low, the filter may remove the desired signal. By using 








Figure 22: The effects of different q 's of q-notchfilter 
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4.1.3 Fourth order high pass filter 
The simulation results after fourth order high pass filter (amplitude vs frequency) is 
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Figure 23 : Simulation result after high pass filter 
The graph indicated by 'q-notch' label shows the result from the previous stage, which 
is the q-notch filter stage, and the graph indicated by the 'high-pass' shows the 
simulation result after the fourth order high-pass filter stage. 
The useful data obtained from the graph are summarized in Table 5 below. 
Table 5 : Simulation result of high pass filter stage 








From the simulation result, it can be seen that at lower frequencies, the signal is filtered. 
The purpose of this filter stage is to remove substantial DC offsets that may be caused 
by many factors, such as the humidity of the air, the temperature of the skin, and 
sweating of the skin. 
The fourth order circuit configuration is chosen in order to increase the roll off rate. 
This is to ensure that it will not remove the original EOG signal. 
4.1.4 Fourth order low pass filter 







\ _/fiGH PASS 
LOW PASS~ 
"·--... -- --' . .. ,.... 1. ..... , .... .t 
Figure 24 : Simulation result after low pass filter 
, .... , ...... 
The graph indicated by the 'high pass' shows the result from the previous stage, which 
is the fourth order high pass filter stage, and the graph indicated by the 'low pass' 
shows the simulation result after the fourth order low pass filter stage. 
The useful data obtained from the graph is summarized in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Simulation result of/ow pass .filter 










From the results, it shows that the graph after the fourth order low-pass filter is quite 
similar with the previous result, except for the frequency range of approximately 
50Hz-1kHz which are filtered. 
As the conclusion, at the final output terminal, the signal is amplified and unwanted 
noise will be removed. 
The overall performance of the whole circuitry (amplitude vs frequency) is shown in 
Figure 25, and the simulation result at each stage (amplitude vs frequency) is 
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Figure 26 : Simulation result at each stage 
The graph indicated by the 'amplification' shows the result after the amplification stage, 
the 'q-notch' shows the result after the q-notch filter stage, the 'high-pass' shows the 
result after the fourth order high pass filter stage, and the 'low-pass' shows the result 
after the fourth order low pass filter stage. 
4.2 Actual Results 
In this part, all the results are obtained by using a m.icrocontroller. This m.icrocontroller 
has a built-in analog to digital converter (ADC) module, which reads the analog signal 
and converts it to a digital signal. The digital signal is processed based on the 
programming code which is attached on the Appendix A. 
From the results, it can be said that the amplifier is functional. However, the output 
control part is not 1 00% complete due to time constraint. The microcontroller is 
programmed to control the horizontal channel only. 
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4.2.1 Looking right and left 
The results of the device for horizontal eye movements are very good. Using 
oscilloscope software that reads analog value from the microcontroller, the signal in real 
time can be observed. 
The result of looking right is shown in Figure 27 and Figure 28. 
Figure 27 : Loolcing right instantly 
From Figure 27, it shows the result when looking right at an instant. The eye is quickly 
moved to the right and back to center. When the eye is moving right, the right electrode 
will measure voltage from the cornea, and left electrode will measure voltage from the 
retina. As a result, the voltage will rise instantly as the eye is moved to the right 
The low voltage part represents the situation where the eye is moving back to the center. 
This situation can be observed clearly by doing the next experiment, where the eye is 
looking right for quite a moment, before it moved back to center position. The result of 
this experiment is shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28 : Looking right for long time 
For the left movement, the result is shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30. 
Figure 29 : Looking left instantly 
Figure 29 shows the result when looking left at an instant. The eye is quickly moved to 
the left and back to center. When the eye is moving left, the left electrode will measure 
voltage from cornea, and right electrode will measure voltage from retina. As a result, 
the voltage will drop instantly as the eye is moved to the left. 
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The high voltage part represents the situation where the eye is moving back to the 
center. This situation can be observed clearly by doing the next experiment, where the 
eye is looking left for quite a moment, before it moved back to center position. The 
result of this experiment is shown in Figure 30. 
Figure 30 : Looking left for long time 
For output control, three LEOs are used to represent left, right and center movements. 
Please refer to Appendix F for the results of the horizontal channel output control. 
4.2.2 Looking up and down 
The measurements of looking up and down are quite hard to be undertaken compared to 
looking right and left. Due to the size of electrodes, it is hard to attach them on right 
positions. The signal for up and down movements is not very reliable. The result for 
looking up and down is shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32. 
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Figure 31 : Looking up 
Figure 32 : Looking down 
As can be seen from the results, the voltage will rise when looking up, and will drop 
when looking down. Compared to horizontal movements, the increment of voltage is 
not much. This has caused difficulties for output control, because it is hard for the eye 
to stay at a constant position. A little of unconscious movement may affect the output. 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The prototype of this project is working properly. It consists of two amplification 
stages, which are pre-amplifier stage and main amplification stage. The pre-amplifier 
stage provides a gain of about 1000 times, and main amplification stage provides a gain 
of 100 times. The total amplification of both stages is approximately 100,000 times. 
One of the biggest challenges in this project is to remove the unwanted noise. The 
original EOG signal has gone through several filtering stages in order for it to be 
readable and free from noise. 
The result of the prototype IS very good. The difference between right and left 
movement is very clear, and it is easy to distinguish between these two movements. 
Programming code for horizontal movements has been developed, and it is working 
well. However, a better programming code can be developed in order to give better 
output controls. 
For vertical movements, the output reading is not very reliable, since the difference of 
high and low voltages are small. This may be due to the position of electrodes. The size 
of the electrodes are big, and it is hard to attach the electrodes to the right position. With 
smaller electrodes, the measurement for up and down movements might be better. 
As conclusion, this project is not 100% complete yet. Programming code for vertical 
eye movements still needs to be developed. Even though the prototype works well, 




The size of electrodes is quite big, and it is hard to attach them on the correct position. 
By using smaller sized electrodes, they can be attached on the right position easily, and 
the acquisition ofEOG signal will be better. 
Another recommendation related to electrodes is to avoid using disposable electrodes. It 
is hard to re-attach the electrodes if they are not positioned correctly. Plus, the gel 
between the electrodes and skin is very sticky, where dirt and dust are easily trapped. 
Regarding the prototype, it can be improved further. Even though the signal is readable, 
some noise patterns still can be seen. By adding more filtering stages, the noise patterns 
can be eliminated, and better results will be obtained. 
For programming part, the vertical channel is not completed yet. For horizontal motion, 
even though it is done, it still can be improved to give a better output control. 
By doing further research on the signal patterns, more information can be extracted such 
as eye movement types and the position of the eyes. 
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Appendix A Programming Code 
'"' • 
. ., 




" int d . ., 




" lllt • 
. 
" lllt • . . ,
~tint ~Ofl':la • lO; 
CCIIIIJt bt ledP1.1ll. .. ll; 
ecmln: int ledl'1D2 .. 1:2; 
~ l:lt ledf1D3 .. 13; 
Cl!lat ~nt tb._B • 614: 
CGD~Jt int th_L • 410; 
ccmst int tb_IIB • 614; 
CGil5t 1ne tb_IIL • 410: 
/l!i!ii!J!ilf/! 
/ i /I /~etup/ I/// 
lil/Jf/-'1!//1/ 
void o:ctlfll () { 
]JHL)\u<l'-' (1edl'1nl, O!JTPUT) 
pmJ.Jod\l(ledPiD2, OUTPUT) 
pinl1od«(ledi'UI31 OUTP!JT) 
Serial. .lJegin (9600); 
// Plll tll.:.t tllo:' arcp u .ltt>:iCll~d t•l 
/I pin tilat the LED 1~ ct.t:ocll~r:i "to 
I I /ij I 1 Iff!//!/ /staetl/ I/)/ I 1//// i / 
void 1001_) n { 
int Mla.l • e.~nlogP.ead(IIDlllogPiD); 
i/JJ Iii i !i 'ill i///!il ill i/iii/1 if!/ Iii i 
1t c-o " boo•O "" ~ "" ct--o "" -·o ""' :x•..O ""' Y-0 "" -o "" ADaJ.<th_H " Anal>tb_LI 
( 
dig~t:~HT~l te Uedl'11ll,LO\J); 
dlg>.tal Hn te (lltdPiD2,HIGH); 
dtg".i t:~.ll·lr.i ee (ledl'1D3,LOU): 
Serial.pnntj Okft, BYTE); 
Scl"ia1.pdnt( (Mal.>> B) "Oxtt:, BYTE); 
Serial..pLi.nt{ mal "Ol:ff, BYTE); 
li iii! II I I IIi Iii i iii i ill ii J i / J /Iii J // 1/i/trigqer rifJht stm:t 




inc Anal • anelogRefl.d(IIDilloql'iD.); 
1 f (Aaal>tb_Bl 
{ d1gl tel1hit~ (ledfinl,HIGH); 
d1gital8~1te (lecii'1DZ,LOUI); 
dlgltalUrite lledPiri3,LOiiJ): 
Ser.lal..pnnt;( lhctt, !!¥IE); 
Se1·i<>1.pnnt( (Anal>> 8) "Oxff, BYTE); 
Seriill.pnnt( .&.Dal 'llll:t1!, I!Y1'E); 
~lse l[ (.mal<tb_H"' ~tb_L) 
{ ino: h-1; 
,.,Jnle (b .. l) 
( 
il1'C .&.Dal .. '~''"lugR~~d(IIDillogtin); 
1f (bol>tb_B) 
( 
dHil cullJ~~t;~ (leCU>1nl,HIGH); 
eli gltalth:l "" (ledPiD2,LOW); 
di.(Ji tetHit:i te (ledfiD3,L01il); 
Serial.pnnt( lhcff, BvrE); 
Serial.p::Oll1t( (.&.Dal >> 8) 'lb:tt:, !lYlE); 
S"t'ial.].lnnt( aal.' OxU, BYIE); 
l!lt 4•1; 
inL b•D; 
d~e ~f (.&.Dal<tb_B "' &lull>tb_LI 
( 
dlqitc.Hirl t·' (1edP1D.l 1 HIGH); 
dlgiccalBdt~ (1edP1D2,LOU); 
digi t~lUr.l t~ (ledPin3,LOlil); 










ntc ~~. .. o; 
mt b•O; 
ll'X d-O; 
Serial.p~ir•t( (AIIal >> 8) fo Ol!:tt, BI"''E}; 
Seriill.p~int( AMl 1o Oxtt, B'ITE); 
l.!;t a-1; 
illt 11-1; 
el.oe if (Anal<r.h_L) 
I 
, __ ,llllt (c•l} 
I 
int AMl • <lll:>logP<~od(Uill.logl'i.Ir..); 
if (l.ual<tb_L) 
I 
d1 gitalUri tE (ledPinJ.,HISE); 
dig-i t&!Nriu UedPiD2,LOW); 
dic!i ndNr:<cE (ledP1D3,LOli); 
Senal.print-( Oxtf, BYTE); 
Seriill..p~:int( (ADal >> 8) ' Oxtt, Ef'(I!); 








lm:. 1nal • analogRead (81l1J.o1,111:1n); 
if lmal<tb_LI 
I 
d1 gr t"l.H ti te (ledP1nl,HlGH) ; 
d1q1ta1Urit~ (ledP:inZ,L0\1); 
diijitulTJrit-~ (ledPiD3,LOlil); 
SeJ.'l<ll.pnnt( Old:t, BYTE); 
Serial.p~Ult( (mal» 8) 'Oxtf, BYTE); 
Sel'ial.pJ:im( Anal' Oxtt, BYTE); 
else 
dse 1.f (ADal>tb_L "" ADal<tb_IIL) 
I 
dl\li t~lU::it~ (ledl'1nl,HIGH); 
dl gl talTJJ::i te (ll!di'Ul2,LOII); 
dH/lt~lUrit" (ledPiD3,LOII); 
Sedal.ptillt( Oxtt, BYTE); 
Serial.p~:int( (ADal »Ill 'Oxft, BYTE); 
Sel·iill.print( .ADIIl' Qxtf, BYTE); 
int d-1; 





S"erial.ptill'l:.( OXtr, BYTE); 
Serial.printl (.ADI!l >> 8) fo Oxtt, BYTE); 

























//,-1//,/////1/////// // /' // /////r:~lr_:cr~~: 1'1'0: dGn"' 
///'///.'/////' '''//// ///// 
//////. //.'///.'!/·'.'// 
lll~ v-J.; 
nhile ( .. 1) 
{ 
int Anal • ~nalc,JRF.F<fl (enalngPin); 
2t {~<th_L) 
digltaUlri tc (ledPil:ll,:..'::C'); 
diql taHhi te1l.edl'UI2,1D8); 
di'JlC\llin ce {ledP1n3,H!GH); 
Sel'ia.l.punt 1 lllcff, :ryrr); 
Set·ial.pl:H~'~( (.kull >> 8) • Dxtf, EIYTI:); 
Serial.pdntj ~ • Oxff, B'.'T!':); 
else ~f (Anal<t:b_U •• j,naj>t:b_Ll 
lnt .lDal ., <o>aloqRead {mu!.loQ'l'io); 
1 f (hal<tb_L) 
{ 
dlgit:C'llUri re fl.tdPinl,I.Ohl); 
di glt:\li'n re (ledPt.ra,LDTi!); 
d2gitaUJn t~ (ledP1n3,!HG!I); 
Seriill.pdnt{ Oxtt, EIY'l"E); 
Set·iaJ..ptint( (&Dal >> 8) • Oxl:t, BYTI:); 
Serial.punt( Allal • OXU, EYI!'.:); 
else if ()Dal<tb_ll " .lDal>tb_L) 
{ 
i.ll()'italTJn te (ledPiD1,10H); 
i.llgit<~llJn v, {ledPiDZ,LOCJ); 
dlgitallln ce (ledP1n3,HIG!!I; 
Serial.pnnl( OXfl:, l3YTE); 
Sel·i<il..!)!.Lll~( (kull. :>> 8) • lbttf, B'ITE); 




















inc ... o; 
int x=D; 
lnt Y-0; 




l t (mal>tb._R) 
ciig1 t01Hh:i te (le01111,~Q'1); 
di,;p t:.;,lYn t~ (ledPtnl,J.G~): 
di\Tl t&lll'r.i_te (lcdl':ln3,"!!'-'!!); 
s.,rjal,p~lnt( OXtt, !l~); 
Sc~·ial.pnnt[ (kaal >> 8) "Dxtt, :':~"'!'!':); 














Set·i<ll.pr.int.( llxff, !l'!"!'!); 
Set'i<l.l.print( (Aillll >> 8) 'Oxtf, :::'.~); 
Scriul.print-( Anal " OXtf, !l'!"l'E); 
inc z:.,O; 
else if (IDIIl<t:h_B "" Anlll>tb_llll) 
{ 
diq1talllri t~ (lcdl'inl,:::r:); 
dl{li<:ellln te (ledPtnl,~[l'·'); 
rltp t-'i! l'!:lt2 (ledl'DI3,?.I'O!!); 
S~l'ial.pun•:t OXff, ?'!!'!:); 
Scrial.pnnt-( CAnal>> 8) "OXff, ::'.":':!:); 
s,ridl.J_•nnt{ IDa! " OXff, ?m): 
el5~ 1f (A:nal>tb_IL '" IDal<th_IB) 
{ 
dLqimllJ~:l. te (le&'iDJ.,:c::); 
dia~ nllhi te {lcdll1n2,"!!C-!!J: 
d~':ri t~lild te (ledP:ln3,~~~-;): 
Serinl.pnn.t( OXtf, !:'~); 
Serlal,pnnt.( (&nal >> 8) ' lbctt, :C'."":':); 






Appeodix B : Prototypes 
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Appendix C : PCB Design 
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Appendix D : PSpi~e Cir~uit 
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Appendix E : Output signals 
Looking right continuously 
Looking right continuously 
46 
Looking left followed by right 
Looking right followed by left 
47 
Continuously looking right and left 
Eyes blinking pattern 
48 
Appendix F : Output results 
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Appendix G : INA 126P Datasheet 
BURR -BROWN~ 
I.:.EII INA126 INA2126 
MicroPOWER INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER 
Single and Dual Versions 
FEATURES 
e LOW QIJESCENT CUR REfiT: 115~chan. 
e WIDE SUPPLY RANGE: ±1.35Vto ±I IV 
e LOW OFFSET VOLTAGE: 250J.1V male 
• LOW OFFSET DRIFl: 3~/ C max 
e LOW NOISt: 35nVI\'Hz 
• LOW INPUl BaAS CURRENT· 25nA rna,. 
e 8-fi!N OP, ~. MOOP.:S SURfACE- MWNl 
DUAL: 16-Pin DIP, 50·16. SSOP-t6 
APPLICATIONS 
• INOUSlRtAL SENSOR AMI)LIFIER: 
Bridge, R10 lhennocouple 
e PHYSIOLOGICAL AMPL FER: 
ECG, EEG, EMG 
e MULTI-CHANNEL DA 1 A ACQUISIT >ON 




lb? IN,\ I!fl Old IN·\21 :!11 lie pl·ct.i, n in<trumc.'lliJ~'IIl 
an·JII ifiC".; iu a..<:llll<:. loY! nci~ di!'leterfial '~ acq.Ji,-
tion. lt<!il lllt,...,..lll1f' ~i~ 'lnidn e1..:elk .. pe~f<'ll­
mUll:.: vit• W.r) l.lo\ :pti.::,a:n cwl\nl ( P~11A\:h Ul.f. lhi1, 
COllblD.'d II hh '\ 10: •JP'fil. J¥ \ •:JIUg.: r.Jil!'! of : I J 5'/ tl 
±IK'f lfal...~ Jlcm U.ll t:wpmatk Jh1UllClt.11to1 11.1dd<*l 
acquilihoo s \ 'M l h 
G~in ~~ tC ~tl fvn ~ V,Y k.l ((1()00'.1\' " ill 11 ~i~~ 
e\·en al r<,l<t\)1. t.a.« r ulnned lap•• ·: ltcUkl) f'l\l\l(.)e( 
10111 cff1o;l nil~ t250JV lllil\1, b\\ olfs~l o'1ll14fe ·Jri i 
IJt.V/'t' ru\l IJ)dt,cellell ~IIUlMn-n·C'AC tejci:lioo 
Si~l. ~l:hiVI "*"'II£' pyfiv., "" ... ( i• J iii JII~Ii.. Dll'. 
~l~SU"flf:( ll(UD , tnlhll!11kh t.1"1UI'..S~u-l~ :c:-n<:ml. 
Dud \ c:~iM 31:.\ uila'..,Je in the :.pa.::-·m n 11 S~O>-tf> 6nt -
riteh ... ,·ta. .... II\ IWII \0.(1., Rloi 11>-JW~ llf l' All :tff' 'J'ff · 
fiCIJ fo r lht IlK' I<> • !!$<( ' ildu ;11ial t.:m~1~IU'I! I:U~e- . 
V• 
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Appendix G: OP A 277 Datasheet 
I EIEIII Burr-Brown Products ~rom Texas Instruments OPA277 OPA2277 
OPA4277 




e ULTRA LOW OFFSET VOLTAGE: 1~V 
e ULTRA LOW DRIFT: ±0.1pV/ C 
e HIGH OPEN-LOOP GAIN: 134dB 
e HIGH COMMON-MODE REJECTION: 140dB 
• HIGH POWER SUPPLY REJECTION: 130dB 
e LOW BIAS CURRENT. 1nA max 
e WIDE SUPPLY RANGE: ±2V to ±18V 
e LOW QUE SCENT CURRENT· BOO).IAiamphfier 
e SINGLE. DUAL. AND QUAD VERSIONS 
e REPLACES OP~7 OP-77, OP-177 
APPLICATIONS 
e TRANSDUCER AMPLIFER 
e BRIDGE AMPLIFIER 
e TEMPERA lURE MEASUREMENTS 
e STRAIN GAGE AMPLIFIER 
e PRECISION INTEGRATOR 
e BA TIERY POWERED INSTRUMENTS 
e TEST EQUIPMENT 
o.., ...,~, a..< '•" 
--1o l - r ""' 
J + • ~ ... 
• . c 
.,... 
·~ t)-t 104 
f~ 0~4 • _. . o..a ...... !;.. ~ • • \t- ~' .... .,.... 
DESCRIPTION 
The OPI\ln senes preaSIOil op arrps replace lhe 11dustry 
standard OP-1n ney otaer lfl1)foved noise, 'Mder output 
voltage sWing, and are twice as fast 'WIItl hal the quiescent 
cUJJent Fealufes tnclude uha bw ollset voaage and drill, low 
bras cunent. hgh commoiHTIOde re,ectio". and high poNer 
S14>ply re,ec11o11 S•19la, dua' and quad vers1011s ha\18 denbcal 
spe~ICIIIOns lor m&xlll'l.lm desrgn lleubrl~ 
OPA277 seresop ampa operate flom ±2V 10 ±1 fN SI4>Phes wtltl 
exoelenl perlormanoe Unhlce 11'1011 opamps whch are speofied 
at o11Jy orre supply voltage, the OPA277 seres rs specrfied for 
real-world appicatons. a St"9le 111'1111 applies over lhe '35V 10 
±15V S!4>ply ra11ge . Hgh perlormance 15 matnlamed as the 
amplfieB mng b ther speefed lmns. Beeause the ~n•••o~t 
voltage (±20pV max) is so lov.o, user adJustment Is usually ool 
reqwred Ho~ver . lhes11gle vers1011 (0PA2nJ provldesexter· 
naltnm pns for spectal applcatons. 
OPA277 op amps are easy 10 use Md flee from phese rl!\'8151011 
and ovencad proble,. lound '" some oltler op amps They a 1111 
stable In un•y gain and provde excellent dyniiii'IIC behavior over 
a Wide 111nge of blld OOI'ld~ns. Dual and quad versons featu 1111 
completely Mependel'l crrcwry for 1o.vest Clostalk and flee-
dom from 11teracllon, eve11 when overdnven or overbaded 
S119le (0PA277) ~nd dual (0PA2277) verso11s are avatlat>la 
tn DIP-8. so.a, and DFN-8(4mm x 4mm) packages The quad 
(0PA42n) comes 111 OIP-14 '"d S0-14 surfeoe-mount peck-
ages All are fullt spee~fed from -40 C to •85'C aM operate 
from-55'C to •125 C 
o ..... ! :. 
... r:.~ 
(IM.Jlfl .I..IQ/t .. 
.. . 
.... , 
~,..,. ........ .. 
.. , .... , 





, .... ..._ ... _ _  .. 
A Pletw bt Milt 111111 111 l ll1>0rlitl1 llOI<;t corcem1111 tvt•tbtty, ~l:ltMwll ~rtoty, tn<l uw 111 Q1tocll1 IPPIICit<OOJ ol ~ Teus hPumenls 1emoondu<:lor IW~ll rn:t diiCieme,.lherwlo ~peaB 8t lhetnd of the data U..l 
Alltademarh o,. lhe prope~ d lhe• rHPectw owners. 
MCIDt.£nctrl OATA ,.,.,...0"1 lit ..._..,... • tl ........... 
,_. ..... ...., •• _..ra._,. ... ~"'-n ....... 
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